**Specifications TableSubject area***Psychology***More specific subject area***Psychometry***Type of data***Table, curve***How data was acquired***Documentation from the space-relations test results, consisting of 60 items***Data format***Analyzed***Experimental factors***Item value***Experimental features***Item parameters of instrument consisting of item fit model, item difficulty, item discrimination, pseudo-guessing, item characteristic curve, item information function and test information function.***Data source location***Special Region of Yogyakarta, Indonesia***Data accessibility***Data are within this article*

**Value of the data**•Presents item parameter of the space-relations subtest based on item analysis using item response theory.•The findings can be used as a reference for researchers or test developers in conducting item selection and creating question compilations, particularly that relates to space relations test.•This data can be used as a reference in making improvements for items that have inappropriate item parameters.

1. **Data** {#s0005}
===========

This research contains information on the psychometric characteristics of the space-relations sub-test items using items response theory. Item response theory is developed based on two postulates: (1) The examinee performance in a particular test could be predicted using a set of factors called latent traits, where traits are aptitude dimension of a person such as verbal ability, cognitive ability, and so on and (2) The relationship between examinee item performance and the traits that influence it is in accordance with monotonically increasing function called Item Characteristic Curve (1). These values consist of item difficulty (b), item discrimination (a), pseudo-guessing (c), item characteristic curve (ICC), item information function (IIF) and test information function (TIF). Based on the number of item parameter under the study for dichotomous data, there are three logistic models in the modern analysis that could be used; one-parameter (1-PL), two-parameter (2-PL), and three-parameter (3-PL) logistic model [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]. 1-PL model only has one parameter, which is item difficulty level; 2-PL model contains two parameters, i.e. level of item difficulty and discrimination index; while 3-PL model, containing level of difficulty and discrimination index, and pseudo-guessing parameter. Item difficulty shows how difficult an instrument is, judging by its item. Item discrimination index is an item׳s ability to distinguish between a person with high and low-ability to answer questions. Pseudo-guessing refers to the chances that low-ability subjects answer items correctly. Item difficulty, item discrimination and pseudo-guessing were calculated using Bilog program. The model to predict the ability person was calculated by Matlab program of 1,2,3 PL. The presented data derives from item analysis in the form of the fit model and its parameter values. These model were described by item characteristic curve (ICC) formulated 1,2,3. The ICC 1-PL all items of space-relation can be seen in [Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, the ICC all items of 2-PL in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} were ICC of 3 PL.$$1 - {PL}\mspace{6mu}{model}\qquad\quad P_{s}(\theta)\  = \ \frac{e^{D(\theta - b_{i})}}{1\, + \, e^{D(\theta - b_{i})}}$$$$2 - {PL}\mspace{6mu}{model}\qquad\quad P_{s}(\theta)\  = \ \frac{e^{\mathit{Dai}(\theta - b_{i})}}{1\, + \, e^{\mathit{Dai}(\theta - b_{i})}}$$$$3 - {PL}\mspace{6mu}{model}\qquad P_{s}(\theta)\  = \ c_{i}\, + \,(1 - c_{i})\frac{e^{\mathit{Dai}(\theta - b_{i})}}{1\, + \, e^{\mathit{Dai}(\theta - b_{i})}}$$$\theta$:Ability person$P_{s}(\theta)$:Probability of success for person s$a_{i}$:Item discrimination$b_{i}$:Item difficulty$c_{i}$:*Pseudo guessinge*:Exponential (2718)*D*:Scaling constant (1702)Fig. 1Matrix plot of ICC-1 PL 60 item of space-relation.Fig. 1Fig. 2Matrix plot of ICC-2 PL 60 items of space-relation.Fig. 2Fig. 3Matrix plot of ICC 3-PL 60 items of space-relation.Fig. 3

Item information function (IIF) is a method IRT to explained the item representation, It shows the score accuracy of the items. Birmbaum [@bib1] defined this information in formula 4. Summary of IIF is test information function (TIF), It has the same concept with reliability in classical theory of measurement (4). Based of TIF, could be calculated standard error of measurement based of test. TIF and *Standard Error of measurement* (SEM) were representation the accuracy of test that explained latent variable [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib6], [@bib7].$$\mspace{-36mu} I_{1}(\theta) = \frac{2,89\alpha_{i}^{2}(1 - c_{i})}{\left\lbrack {c_{i} + e^{1,7\alpha(\theta - \beta_{i})}} \right\rbrack + \left\lbrack {1 + e^{1,7\alpha(\theta - \beta_{i})}} \right\rbrack^{2}}$$$$\mspace{-36mu} I(\theta) = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}I_{i}(\theta)$$$$\mspace{-36mu}\mathit{SEM}(\theta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{I_{i}(\theta)}}$$$I_{i}$(*θ*):Item information functionI(*θ*):Test information functionSEM(*θ*):Standard error of measurement

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} depicts the result of the fit model analysis. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows data on parameters item, they are item difficulty, item discrimination index, and pseudo-guessing index. Meanwhile, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} presented the item characteristic curve and [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} showed test information function and standard error of measurement each response theory model.Table 1Items fit model.Table 1**Items1-PL2-PL3-PL**10.00290.6569^\*^0.5294^\*^20.3648^\*^0.2521^\*^0.4389^\*^30.1831^\*^0.6837^\*^0.4941^\*^40.6447^\*^0.1681^\*^0.5795^\*^50.00000.0981^\*^0.3192^\*^60.3782^\*^0.3500^\*^0.9732^\*^70.7005^\*^0.3968^\*^0.6683^\*^80.00940.6277^\*^0.7045^\*^90.0433^\*^0.5537^\*^0.6021^\*^100.4277^\*^0.9065^\*^0.6990^\*^110.00090.8785^\*^0.7311^\*^120.00000.8206^\*^0.9475^\*^130.00000.1825^\*^0.4329^\*^140.5262^\*^0.6649^\*^0.2810^\*^150.3797^\*^0.7385^\*^0.6590^\*^160.00000.0363^\*^0.0860^\*^170.6001^\*^0.1377^\*^0.6284^\*^180.2235^\*^0.6018^\*^0.2912^\*^190.00000.1661^\*^0.6191^\*^200.0294^\*^0.0542^\*^0.2007^\*^210.2362^\*^0.0872^\*^0.2089^\*^220.3913^\*^0.5723^\*^0.9742^\*^230.4314^\*^0.0710^\*^0.0675^\*^240.00940.3945^\*^0.9251^\*^250.0567^\*^0.3261^\*^0.4144^\*^260.4286^\*^0.4423^\*^0.4291^\*^270.0440^\*^0.9126^\*^0.9691^\*^280.00000.9084^\*^0.7518^\*^290.0933^\*^0.0552^\*^0.1518^\*^300.00010.8564^\*^0.9462^\*^310.6778^\*^0.3491^\*^0.5254^\*^320.2142^\*^0.3184^\*^0.8514^\*^330.00110.0140^\*^0.0301^\*^340.3045^\*^0.3375^\*^0.8175^\*^350.00020.8522^\*^0.7452^\*^360.7344^\*^0.9127^\*^0.9659^\*^370.0396^\*^0.3363^\*^0.1837^\*^380.00040.1175^\*^0.0565^\*^390.00000.5585^\*^0.7487^\*^400.2148^\*^0.7542^\*^0.7650^\*^410.4149^\*^0.6215^\*^0.5863^\*^420.00180.2345^\*^0.1039^\*^430.00010.8568^\*^0.2961^\*^440.00020.1759^\*^0.4999^\*^450.0349^\*^0.6893^\*^0.9907^\*^460.7604^\*^0.6720^\*^0.2277^\*^470.00000.0293^\*^0.4359^\*^480.00000.6248^\*^0.8857^\*^490.00760.3234^\*^0.6020^\*^500.00080.0364^\*^0.1911^\*^510.00080.0042^\*^0.2743^\*^520.0020.0246^\*^0.8209^\*^530.00000.0235^\*^0540.00010.2573^\*^0.8223^\*^550.00140.0030.3977^\*^560.7173^\*^0.8729^\*^0.9058^\*^570.8483^\*^0.6158^\*^0.3843^\*^580.00000.0316^\*^0.5223^\*^590.00810.0106^\*^0.2373^\*^600.00000.9888^\*^0.9954^\*^Table 2Items parameters of space-relations test.Table 2**ItemsItem difficulty (b)Item discrimination (a)Pseudo-guessing index (c)1-PL2-PL3-PL1-PL2-PL**1−0.783−2.768^\*^−1.3040.4860.5770.338^\*^2−0.906−2.144^\*^−1.3380.7150.7960.285^\*^3−0.367−1.522−0.3910.6540.8620.323^\*^4−1.384−2.657^\*^−2.086^\*^0.760.7880.257^\*^5−2.031^\*^−1.949−1.8171.821.7650.2096−1.466−3.125^\*^−2.331^\*^0.6560.7040.284^\*^7−0.981−2.008^\*^−1.0770.8221.0090.336^\*^8−1.278−1.731−1.3661.2811.3720.239−0.834−1.427−1.0661.1661.2560.19710−2.522^\*^−2.847^\*^−2.714^\*^1.2341.170.23711−1.218−1.564−1.1851.4471.5970.24212−1.181−1.455−1.1891.6021.7180.19113−1.82−1.707−1.6112.0742.0110.16814−1.341−2.023^\*^−1.6291.0581.1120.22815−0.679−2.075^\*^−1.1590.6180.7060.273^\*^161.2533.455^\*^5.186^\*^0.1470.1950.159171.1980.6080.850.8661.0440.09518−1.342−1.915−1.5541.1481.1840.23419−1.261−1.497−1.3011.6381.6680.17120−1.408−1.929−1.5981.1891.2470.21521−0.955−1.622−1.2691.0771.1380.19422−1.036−2.100^\*^−1.5540.810.8620.23623−0.014−0.949−0.1940.70.8650.23324−0.792−1.384−0.8961.1711.3540.24125−1.402−1.867−1.6411.2491.2320.19526−0.247−1.143−0.0510.8011.2970.355^\*^270.8290.2951.2670.480.8570.258^\*^28−1.452−1.61−1.4621.6911.6520.171290.614−0.0890.7450.6771.2830.275^\*^30−0.055−0.633−0.3681.3731.5580.13131−1.359−2.297^\*^−1.9430.9010.9090.2132−1.482−2.029^\*^−1.7481.1621.1640.21433−0.889−1.648−0.5660.9921.5350.409^\*^34−0.393−1.255−0.3210.8591.220.326^\*^35−0.862−1.315−1.0371.3691.4550.17436−0.403−1.165−0.690.9631.10.199370.329−0.5260.5140.6261.0250.295^\*^38−0.099−0.88−0.3620.9011.0730.197391.152.060^\*^3.973^\*^0.2050.3510.24740−0.479−1.276−0.5630.9321.1860.274^\*^412.587^\*^3.307^\*^2.818^\*^0.5451.0030.08542−0.479−1.069−0.7521.2191.3470.161430.036−0.578−0.3051.2921.4520.131440.212−0.439−0.0481.2061.6060.17451.4091.5312.003^\*^0.4430.8720.202461.9992.156^\*^2.145^\*^0.5821.0420.124471.1250.3740.5951.382.282^\*^0.126481.2991.4841.8590.3921.4810.282493.314^\*^5.272^\*^2.719^\*^0.4692.018^\*^0.069501.090.5891.0920.6851.6110.235512.356^\*^2.758^\*^1.9290.582.194^\*^0.129521.5250.9241.0980.9471.8880.147531.6411.0271.6360.9729.061^\*^0.27540.693−0.0080.3671.2381.940.172551.4210.9771.1940.7531.8990.19562.145^\*^1.951.8050.7441.3620.099570.7160.0710.6720.6740.9330.187582.670^\*^5.779^\*^3.443^\*^0.3211.150.118591.370.7090.891.0181.6730.122602.217^\*^5.116^\*^4.851^\*^0.2810.5210.131Fig. 4TIF, SEM and their interaction in 1-PL model.Fig. 4Fig. 5TIF, SEM and their interaction in 2-PL model.Fig. 5Fig. 6TIF, SEM and their interaction in 3-PL model.Fig. 6

2. **Experimental design, materials and methods** {#s0010}
=================================================

This study aims to analyze the data documentation of psychological test results, namely space-relations. The findings could be used to evaluate existing measuring tools and developing it into a new format. Item parameter analysis of the instrument was done using a modern approach, namely item response theory (IRT). IRT is the analysis of characteristic instrument that focused on information item [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4].

The research instrument is a space-relation test, part of a differential aptitude test (DAT). This instrument was adapted in Indonesia. The original instrument was composed by Bennet, Harold G. Seashore, & Wesman in 1947 [@bib8]. This instrument is in the form of multiple choices question and consists of 60 items that must be done within 30 min. The raw data are responses derived from 1046 subjects in Yogyakarta Special Region (DIY). All data were analyzed using item response theory with the help of BILOG-MG and Matlab program. The BILOG-MG analysis was conducted three times because, based on the number of item parameters studied for dichotomous data types, there are three logistic models in the analysis of item response theory: one parameter logistic model (1-PL), two parameters (2-PL) and three parameters (3-PL). The 1-PL model only contains one item parameter, namely item difficulty; 2-PL model contains two parameters, specifically item difficulty and item discrimination index; while the 3-PL model also includes the pseudo-guessing parameter on top of the previous two [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]. An item-match analysis is performed to ensure which logistic model fits best with the space-relation subtest data (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). In [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, items that match their logistic model (fit model) are marked with \*. An item is said to match its logistic model if it has a probability value of $\geq$ 0.01. The significance level ($\alpha$) = 0.01 is the minimum fault limit value with the degree of freedom (df) defined in this study [@bib12].

An item is considered appropriate if it meets the item parameter criterion below:1.A good level of item difficulty is at -2 to +2 [@bib3], [@bib5]. The results of the difficulty analysis are presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Easy items are marked with \* and difficult items marked with \*\*. Meanwhile, unmarked items have a moderate degree of difficulty.2.A good item discrimination index criterion would be above 0 below 2 [@bib3]. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} presents result of the discrimination index analysis. Almost all items have a good discrimination index when analyzed with 2 PL models. There are 4 items need to be evaluated namely item numbers 47, 49, 51, 59.3.The pseudo-guessing index in the multiple-choice test is around one to the number of available answer choices [@bib13], [@bib14]. Since the number of alternative answers to the space-relation subtest is 4, the maximum value of c is either 1/4 or 0.25. Of the 60 items in the space-relation test, there are 14 items with a high pseudo-guess score, namely item numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 15, 26, 27, 29, 33, 34, 37 and 40.

The analysis of test information function and the standard error of measurement (SEM) did by Matlab program. The information function of space-relations measurement test analyzed with 1, 2, and 3 logistic parameters. Test information function is described as having a low curve that initially increase, reaching the highest score in the middle before it goes down again away from the midpoint. The width of the curve shows the breadth of effective ability applied from the measurement results. TIF will be effective if the curve line extends above SEM line without having a cutoff point. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} illustrate TIF, SEM and interaction between them. The three images show the TIF curve to be above SEM without any cutting point, meaning that all information obtained from the measurement results will be accurate on all abilities. Maximum measurement results differ between parameter models. In the 1 PL analysis, the maximum information function is 23,7070 which is in the 0.2054 abilities; the maximum 2 PL information function is 31.5433 with abilities at 0.1781, while the 3-PL information function maximal score is 46.14 with abilities at 0.15.
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